To limit your results and eliminate less-reliable web sites:
• Limit your search to a specific type of domain by using commands:
site:org (to get organizations) site:gov (to get government information) site:edu (to get pages from educational institutions)
• For example: Teenage pregnancy site:org Google will only look for the words that you type in. It will not look for synonyms or for your meaning of the word in context.
• To look for synonyms, use the ~ before a word. For example: ~horse will look for horse as well as equine Hint: Do not put a space between the ~ and the word!
• To eliminate words, use the -before your word to eliminate. For example: smoke -cancer will eliminate pages with the word cancer on them.
Hint: Do not put a space between the -and the word!
• To search for phrases, put your terms in "quotes" 
Synonyms
Limit by domain
